
PowerSpell.P06 - Vocabulary

Words with two, three or four letters:

acid, arch, bake, bang, bat, bean, bear, bend, bid, boil, bury, calm, cap, coal, coin, crew, dig, dirt, disc, 

dish, drag, duck, dust, evil, fear, fry, gang, glue, harm, hers, hook, iron, joy, king, kiss, lack, lake, lamp, 

lane, lean, lick, link, mark, mill, moon, net, nut, oak, odd, oven, pale, peak, pond, port, pray, rat, roof, 

root, rope, rose, rub, sail, sand, seal, seed, seek, sir, sock, soil, sore, soul, suck, sum, tale, tap, tape, toe, 

trap, tube, tune, van, vet, wage, wave, whom, wipe, wire, wise, wrap.

Words with five letters:

actor, album, anger, angle, annoy, arise, amend, beach, belly, brave, brush, cable, chain, chase, cheek, 

crack, crazy, crown, cruel, curly, curve, cycle, daily, enemy, erase, fence, fixed, flesh, frame, human, 

hurry, label, lager, laugh, leaky, lorry, noisy, piano, purse, scale, shake, sharp, shell, smart, solid, spray, 

straw, strip, study, sweep, swing, telly, title, toast, trick, truck, twist, unity, upper, value, wrist.

Words with six letters:

adjust, admire, artist, assist, author, barrel, basket, battle, beauty, behave, belief, beside, blonde, bloody, 

boiler, breath, candle, cereal, cherry, closet, deeply, defeat, defend, define, differ, drawer, engage, escape, 

fabric, filthy, gentle, gently, golden, granny, heaven, honour, island, kidney, ladder, narrow, nicely, no 

one, oppose, permit, pillow, poster, rabbit, racing, recall, recipe, safety, salary, sample, saving, search, 

secret, sector, secure, shadow, signal, silent, singer, skinny, smooth, spirit, starve, stereo, stream, string, 

stroke, talent, target, throat, tissue, tomato, tongue, tricky, tunnel, unable, unfair, valley, volume, wealth, 

weekly, widely, winner, wooden, writer.

Words with seven letters:

advance, adviser, alcohol, analyse, ancient, ashtray, assault, balance, barrier, beneath, biscuit, boiling, 

breathe, builder, calcium, captain, ceiling, chamber, chapter, chemist, cleaner, climate, combine, comfort, 

command, compete, consist, contact, courage, curious, develop, discuss, disease, divorce, dustbin, 

eastern, emotion, enquiry, explore, feather, feature, fishing, forever, forgive, frankly, greatly, healthy, 

hearing, housing, ideally, impress, initial, inquiry, install, intense, largely, logical, lottery, luckily, monthly, 

mystery, nervous, network, nuclear, observe, offence, partner, passion, pattern, penalty, pension, percent, 

predict, program, promise, propose, protein, publish, quietly, reading, recover, refugee, relieve, rubbish, 

servant, session, setting, sharply, shocked, shortly, silence, swallow, uniform, unknown, version, victory, 

violent, visible, warning, whisper, yoghurt.

Words with eight or more letters:

academic, acceptable, accountant, achievement, acknowledge, advanced, advertisement, advertising, 

aggressive, agriculture, ambulance, appearance, approach, architect, artificial, assistance, assistant, 

atmosphere, authority, automatic, automatically, brilliant, calculator, catalogue, celebrate, centimetre, 

certificate, champion, championship, characteristic, chemical, childhood, classical, classroom, commonly, 

communicate, companion, confused, confusing, confusion, constantly, construct, construction, 

consultant, consultation, contrast, convenient, creation, creative, creature, criminal, criticise, cultural, 

darkness, decorate, decoration, definite, definition, demonstrate, demonstration, designer, determination, 

development, dimension, disabled, discipline, discount, discovery, discussion, document, domestic, 

dominant, dominate, economic, efficiency, electrical, electronic, encouraging, engineering, evolution, 

examination, excitement, existence, existing, expected, experienced, experimental, explanation, fantastic, 

fascinating, financial, fragment, friendship, full-time, function, furthermore, generate, gorgeous, 



grandchild, grateful, guidance, highlight, historian, hopeless, identify, illustrate, impressive, improvement, 

increased, increasingly, incredibly, industrial, industry, initially, instruction, instrument, insurance, 

intellectual, intelligence, interpret, interpretation, interview, introduce, introduction, jewellery, judgement, 

junction, justice, laboratory, landlord, landscape, learning, lemonade, linguistic, literature, lunchtime, 

meanwhile, millimetre, moreover, nonsense, nuisance, objective, observation, occasional, official, one 

another, opponent, organised, organism, outstanding, overcome, overseas, ownership, painting, 

paragraph, part-time, passenger, patience, peaceful, performance, personality, physically, pleasant, 

political, politician, potential, practical, practise, principle, prisoner, profession, promotion, recommend, 

reduction, regularly, reputation, satisfaction, satisfied, scientific, scientist, secondary, secondly, security, 

sensible, sensitive, sequence, shocking, solicitor, specialise, specialist, standard, straightforward, 

sunshine, surprise, surprising, surprisingly, surround, suspicious, training, transport, treatment, 

unbelievable, understanding, undertake, unfortunate, valuable, vulnerable, weakness, widespread.
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